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Wishbone is the work of the prize-winning Danish design duo busk+hertzog. Designs 

by Flemming Busk and Stephan B. Hertzog are characterised by pure, uncluttered 

lines and a simple, direct idiom. Believing that anything decorative should also have a  

function, busk+hertzog elegantly combines practicality with exclusive design.

Since the company was founded in 2000, busk+hertzog designs have won countless 

awards both in Denmark and abroad. They can be seen all over the world – every-

where from major international airports to the players’ lounge of Chelsea Football Club.  

Several busk+hertzog designs are on permanent display at the Danish Museum of Art 

and Design, and 18 of their chairs were included at the reopening of the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York in 2004.



The Red Dot Design Award is one of the largest international design com-

petitions in the world, with over 10,000 submissions from 60 countries. The 

awards go to products that feature sublime quality and innovative design, 

and is regarded worldwide as a substantial indicator of quality and as proof 

that a winner can be numbered among the contemporary design elite. The 

international jury consists of well-known designers and design experts 

from around the world, who judge the designs on criteria that include  

innovation, function and quality.

The products that win these awards are exhibited at the red dot design  

museums in Germany and Singapore, which are visited by more than 

120,000 people every year.

Read more at red-dot.org



WISHBONE  What is your dream?

W1001-B BLACK

W1001-G GREEN

W1001-W WHITE

W1001-R RED

W1001 STAINLESS

If Wishbone could speak, it would ask you what you want to wish for. busk+hertzog has crafted an 
award-winning hall stand inspired by the shape of a wishbone.
 
Wishbone reminds you that you live in a world in which dreams can turn into reality.

WISHBONE
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